DEVELOPING AN E-CURRICULUM: REFLECTIONS ON THE FUTURE OF LEGAL EDUCATION AND ON THE IMPORTANCE OF DIGITAL EXPERTISE
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INTRODUCTION: THE VIEW FROM LEGAL TECH

Early this year, I attended the 2013 New York version of the event called “LegalTech.”1 This three-day showcase of computerized services is one of the principal marketplaces in the U.S. for legal practice technology. Along with its Los Angeles companion event2 and the Chicago-based ABA Techshow,3 LegalTech New York is a jamboree of competing companies. There are more than 230 of them listed in the program, selling all kinds of hardware, software and services, ranging from Accounting/Finance to Website/Marketing, with dozens of categories in between.4 The biggest sectors include e-discovery, internet access, case management, and document management. The maze of booths ranges from the simple cubical of a new start-up to the multiple-station mini-fairgrounds of established companies like LexisNexis and Thompson West.

Taken together, there is, by my estimate, roughly twenty to thirty billion dollars in commerce on display at the show. This was the third year that I attended LegalTech in New York, and, thanks in part to promptings from Indiana’s Bill Henderson, I came away with a new insight. In the past I was deeply impressed by all of this activity, which I saw as supporting legal work. This year, however, I realized that this
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activity is legal work. The “modern” law firm came into being in the early twentieth century through the efforts of innovators like Paul Drennan Cravath. The firm structure that evolved, with a pyramid of associates and partners and a wide range of expertise bundled into a single business organization, solved a number of problems of incentive and scale. The aggregation of talent and the development of human capital that the firm accomplished permitted the deployment of teams of expert resources onto large transactional or litigation events at a high level of capability. The last part of the twentieth century saw the further mushrooming of firms into increasingly vast and concentrated armies of legal talent—and the first decade of the twenty-first has seen a sudden reversal in their fortunes and size. Why? The firm is no longer the best game in town for delivering high quality legal service through scaling and flexibility. Rather, we are developing even more concentrated engines of efficiency and scale, often technologically enabled, in the new service companies like those on the floor of LegalTech. Legal practice isn’t going away; it is just going to forms of delivery that can combine the competence and flexibility of an old fashioned firm with the efficiency and scale of a just-in-time cloud-computing company.

Nor is this change only the province of the wealthiest of clients pursuing deals and bringing law suits with billion dollar price tags. As we will discuss more fully below, the capability of e-discovery and litigation management tools can make legal Davids, like citizen action groups, the equal of massive governmental and corporate Goliaths. The under-met needs of individuals of limited means for legal services can also be ameliorated through technological assistance. And where there are expanding legal services, there are also expanding legal jobs. Thanks to the support of the Vermont Law School (VLS) placement office, we were able to bring down a number of students from our Digital Drafting class to meet and greet folks on the floor. Writing just a few


weeks later, I can report interviews going forward, and at least one job
offer.
LegalTech is the commercial bazaar for this new way of practicing
law, and like most bazaars, it is loud, messy, and fun. There is lots of
"swag" being given away, from free thumb-drives to car-coffee mugs,
and there are nearly continuous programs of speakers. The list of pre-
senters included executives from the companies on display, partners
and administrators from law firms, even several judges and prosecu-
tors, and one professor of law, Daniel Katz from Michigan State
University. This underrepresentation of the academy persisted on the floor of
the show—I did run into a few of my colleagues from other law
schools, but only a few. This disconnect is striking. A technology-driven
revolution is overturning how America practices law, runs its govern-
ment, and dispenses justice, and the revolution has so far gone almost
completely unnoticed by the people who teach aspiring lawyers. This
has to change.

I. THREE GUIDING PRINCIPLES FOR REDesignING LAW SCHOOL CURRICULA

Advances in legal technology are not the only set of new develop-
ments challenging how and what law schools teach in their J.D. pro-
grams. We are in the midst of the greatest period of ferment in legal
education since C.C. Langdell and his colleagues set the pattern for a
university-level law school in the last decades of the nineteenth Centu-
ry.9 Many schools are looking to revamp their programs, and whether
the goal is increased education on law practice technology or on dis-
pute resolution as an integrated process, it is useful to remind our-
selves of the overarching principles that should be kept in mind as the
redesign goes forward. I offer three candidates for this exercise: value
added, values added, and economic sustainability. Before returning to
law and technology, let me explore these background principles in
moderate detail.

A. Value Added

Legal education must take as a starting point that we need to cre-
ate useful capacities in our students. While there are many more ab-
stracted fields of study, from sociology and literature to economics,
which can help inform a capable understanding of law, law itself is an
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applied discipline involved in the creation and operation of critical institutions through which humans order many of their most important social activities. It is time to get over the old canard about not being a “trade school.” If teaching our graduates how to be effective within the law’s critical work is teaching them a trade, then we should embrace the label, not shun it.

And, for the vast majority of our students, such training is exactly why they come to us. In a first-year class I recently asked students to indicate which of the following approaches better represented their reason for choosing to come to law school: (A) to learn a set of knowledge and skills that would enable them to have an effective and rewarding career in the American and global legal profession, or (B) to learn a set of policy, argumentation, and analytic approaches that would enable them to have an advanced knowledge of the social, political and legal institutions that shape America and the world.

It will come as no surprise that most of the students chose A, or that a reasonable, but relatively small minority chose B. Of course, the law-professor answer is that A and B are not antithetical, and by teaching B we enable A. I personally like high theory as much as the next legal academic, as my research and writing in fields such as law and neuroscience, game theory, and mechanism design confirms.10 But B should serve A, not replace it. Unless we are talking about, maybe, Yale Law School, A is what most of our customers really want, and adding capability to our students as they pursue that goal should be the primary undertaking for adding the value that allows us to charge for our services as legal educators.

A corollary of this approach is that we should be educating our students with legal-market opportunities in mind—opportunities that will let them enter into that career within that sphere of law related work that will provide them with satisfaction over the years. Employability is a critical avenue for the recognition of usefulness, and we should seek feedback from those who hire our graduates—including the companies showing and the firms shopping at LegalTech—about what a law professional needs to know. While creating the fully “practice ready” graduate is probably unachievable in even a redesigned

three-year program, that does not mean that the goal is a bad one to aim our efforts towards.

If we are to meet the third criteria of economic sustainability, we must, as a starting point, offer an education that is worth the tuition we charge. Of course, worth is not just measured in economic return and increased earning capacity—there are important, hard to measure factors of gratification in doing a job that can help society improve itself, that creates an often deserved status of leadership within the community, and that, in the words of a wise older lawyer giving me career advice years ago, consists of “clean, indoor work.”11 But whatever the mix that our students bring to the calculus of added value that they seek, we need to deliver on the promise to help create it for and in them.

B. Values Added

Fostering values in our students is a second necessary element in how and what we teach in legal education. Law is an inherently normative exercise, which prescribes behavior and consequences and dispenses judgment, and the law itself and those who work within it need to approach their duties with a commitment to certain standards that transcend short term expediency—in short, values. The motto of my own source of legal education, the University of Pennsylvania, expressed it in Horatian Latin “Leges sine Moribus Vanae,” or, as I might translate it for this discussion, “law without values is useless.”

This does not mean that the question of what values should be taught is fully or easily settled. At VLS, where I teach, we have a strong commitment to environmental preservation and social and environmental justice, and this commitment informs a great deal of what we focus on and of how we encourage our students to think about legal problems. The vision of the good that informs the education at NYU, George Mason, Notre Dame, Chicago, or UCLA may overlap or diverge in certain respects with ours and with each other’s. Nonetheless, the rule of law is at its core a public good, and some commitment to the mission of law beyond mere private gain is a necessary piece of keeping that public good functioning.

A commitment to the instrumental integrity of the legal system may be enough. Belief in, and the fostering of, such core elements as due process, equal protection, and free speech can and should often transcend results-based expediency, even when the cause of the moment is itself a worthy one. Educating “citizen lawyers,” deeply steeped in the mission of the law itself, is a good way to add values.

In addition to justice-based values, we should also foster other forms of commitment, including intellectual values, such as a commitment to learning, to openness of thought, and to a willingness to let reality inform us, even when the lessons are uncomfortable and challenging. Here is a chance, by the way, to put some of path “B” in the “value added” discussion back in the mix. Intellectual breadth and sophistication grow from exposure to wider fields of inquiry, including international and comparative experience, interdisciplinary study, and other steps beyond the immediately instrumental.

Let me finally, however, return to the instrumental as a basis for values as well, and suggest that we put “high effectiveness” on our list. This can be hard for some academics to envision as a value. With our frequent focus on abstracted knowledge in our own daily work, we can sometimes be dismissive of “mere” instrumental competence. But law in society is not simply about knowing; rather, the field of accomplishment is really in the doing. Of course, effective doing is itself a matter for study and practice, but this is not sufficiently recognized at most law schools. Individual skills get attention, but their competent and cost-effective deployment as part of a lawyer’s duty is not always emphasized. Whether in financial literacy, practice and project management, or, germane to this essay, digital and technological capacity, curriculum reform should view competence not just as an economic trait, but as a moral one as well.

C. Economic Sustainability

Any enterprise must, over time, be economically sustainable. A viable curriculum for legal education needs to be cost effective. Through much of the past century, this was not a problem. The classic approach of the large Socratic classroom was very efficient, and produced enough free cash to support both a high-end academic salary and considerable research and writing time for the instructor, with plenty left
for institutional surplus. In the good old days, this model often made law schools “cash cows” for the universities that housed them.12

Even before the downturn in jobs and admissions that we are currently weathering, this model had begun to shift, in part because of the pedagogical reforms of the late twentieth century. The move over the last 30 years has been towards increased skills and experiential training, along with adding more and smaller doctrinal classes. This shift has generally required more intensive involvement of faculty in individual instruction, with a commensurate increase in the cost of each credit hour. Rises in tuition, at least in part, can be seen as a fiscally necessary response to the shift away from the 100+ student class in evidence, corporations, and sales as the dominant mode of instruction. When a buffet restaurant offers more protein and less pasta, its prices will rise, and a similar process has been at play in legal education.

The model is now between a rock and a hard place, as the increasing expectations for more intensive and value-adding instruction to make practice ready attorneys run into the boundaries of sustainable tuition outlays by students facing an increasingly uncertain future. At the very least, the old deal of using tuition dollars to support professorial research and scholarship is likely to erode even further. The financial basis of legal scholarship may come to look increasingly like that in the sciences, where grants and project fees support labs run by entrepreneurial professors, and where the overhead fees levied by the institutions on these grants and fees go to support instruction, rather than the other way around.

The available responses to the fiscal limits are essentially means to create better efficiency, either through lowering costs or adding even higher value, if not both. Scale is a classic means of increasing productivity, and we are already seeing incentives to seek methods to scale the expensive offerings involving skills and experience. At VLS, we have programs like our very successful “Semester in Practice” that allow us to outsource a significant amount of quality, supervised skills training into the world of willing practitioners, at a cost per credit hour that is competitive with lecture teaching.13 Clinical teaching has also
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been at the forefront in attracting grant and contract funding, which can often defray significant portions of the costs while providing values-enhancing opportunities for service and access to justice for the broader community.\textsuperscript{14}

Distance learning is another means of offering scale, with the advantage of engaging the potential of new technology. The challenge here is that quality distance education is not inherently inexpensive, and the cost per credit hour of well-staffed, effective teaching is still significant.\textsuperscript{15} Some savings will be possible from the ability to undertake curriculum exchange between institutions, which will allow specialty courses to be offered through importing a distance course from a school with particular expertise in the subject matter, rather than by having an expensive and potentially under-utilized professor in the home institution; such arrangements are starting to emerge in the law school marketplace.

The other alternative is to add greater value to the student, which brings us back to our first goal. Looking into the future, the need for greater instruction in the field of law and technology as a source of value to our graduates looms large.

II. Adding Sufficient Value: “Then”

In the not very distant past—just a few years back, in fact—the expectations for what a new lawyer needed to know on graduation were pretty well established. As the 2007 Carnegie Report described it:

The curriculum at most schools follows a fairly standard pattern. The juris doctor (JD) degree is the typical credential offered, requiring three years of full-time or four years of part-time study. Most states require the degree for admission to practice, along with a separate bar examination. Typically, in the first year and a half, students take a set of core courses: constitutional law, contracts, criminal law, property law, torts, civil procedure and legal writing. After that, they choose among courses in particular areas of the law, such as tax, labor or corporate law. The school-sponsored legal clinics, moot court competition, supervised practice trials and law journals give the stu-
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students who participate opportunities to practice the legal skills of working with clients, conducting appellate arguments, and research and writing.  

A. Bar Passage and Doctrinal Knowledge

The overarching need for any law school has been to train people who could pass a bar exam. While most schools with scholarly ambition eschew the idea that they are “bar passage factories” with the same vigor that they resist being called “trade schools,” even the most impractically oriented still argue that their teaching, together with an appropriate bar-prep course, was a necessary, or at least useful, element in producing someone who could intelligently take, and probably pass, the bar exam. The corollary of this bar passage goal is educating students into a working familiarity with a reasonable selection of the substantive doctrine of American law. We in the academy routinely refer to the “bar courses” as a corpus that students will probably want to take, even if we argue whether or not our own specialty should be included in the list.

B. A Shared Language of Argumentation

The second most ubiquitous goal was to create competence in the accepted modes of argumentation, through which the American common lawyer determines (and convinces others) what the law is. This is the task set in the nearly universal first year curriculum, where the case method is applied in all its Langdellian glory, and the intellectual exercise of textual abstraction from holdings, statutes, and regulations is transmitted to the next generation.

Of course, there is nothing remotely absolute in this method as the means by which rules are determined and applied. No bearded deity descended on Cambridge, Massachusetts in the 1870s to touch the fingers of the new Dean and faculty at Harvard Law School and impart, once and for all, the spark of jurisprudence. Rather, with spread of cheaper, mechanized printing, text became more widely available just as German textual criticism techniques provided a way to bring “science” to the task of pulling meaning from the opaque language and groping explanation of classical appellate decisions.  
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these advances, in the same decade as Langdell and his colleagues were at work, John B. West was founding the West Publishing Company.

Over time, the case method has changed and evolved, incorporating the lessons of realism, the Brandeis brief, and even critical studies—the first year curriculum is not just Langdell’s corpus. But the case method and its progeny have created a set of techniques of thought and argument that are now so widely shared across the profession that they are the secret handshake of belonging that any J.D. is expected to be able to reproduce and apply, and that every J.D. program is expected to help perpetuate.

C. Skills and Experiential

More recently, our standard curriculum has added the need for some mastery of the “skills” and competencies of legal practice.¹⁸ A succession of reformist reports has tried to spell out what those skills might consist of.¹⁹ In 1992, the American Bar Association (ABA) Task Force on Law Schools and the Profession: Narrowing the Gap issued its Statement of Fundamental Lawyering Skills and Professional Values, commonly known as the MacCrate Report after the lead chair of the committee.²⁰ As the name of the committee suggests, there was increasing concern that legal education had become separated from the actual needs of the profession, and that law schools should be helped/encouraged in “the creation of courses of instruction and materials designed to teach entry-level lawyers the skills and values they need in order to represent clients.”²¹ The report went on to identify ten “fundamental” skills a practice-capable attorney should have²²

²¹. TASK FORCE ON LAW SCHOOLS AND THE PROFESSION, supra note 20, at 1–2.
²². As presented in the report, problem solving, legal analysis and reasoning, legal research, factual investigation, communication, counseling, negotiation, litigation and alternative dispute-resolution procedures, organization and management of legal work, and recognizing and resolving ethical dilemmas. Id. at v.
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along with four “fundamental values of the profession.” Each of these topics was set out with elaboration and commentary that provided a partial blueprint for significantly increasing the amount of time which legal education could devote to each topic. While the second skill listed, legal analysis and reasoning, overlapped with much of traditional doctrinal teaching under the Langdellian model, the clear message was that the old ways needed significant change.

Since the time of the MacCrate Report, the skills/doctrine debate has largely been reconciled, if not fully settled. Skills related courses are a standard part of the classroom curriculum, and most law schools now point with pride to a suite of clinical and experiential offerings aimed at teaching through doing. A 2010 Survey of Law School Experiential Learning Opportunities and Benefits from NALP provides several interesting data points on this transition. The survey participants were associates in firms, recently graduated. The survey showed that slightly under a third of them had participated in a clinic experience in law school, slightly more than a third in an externship or field placement, and more than 70% in one or more practice skills course. The list set out in the Chart of Legal Education Reform, available through The Institute for Law Teaching and Learning, is full of skills and experiential offerings.

Experiential learning is not just about skills mastery; it also creates opportunities for doctrinal teaching in contexts that better suit the “learning styles” of many students and provides a context for understanding how to integrate instrumental effectiveness with the ethical and social contexts within which lawyering exists.

D. Perspectives

As a further element in the current state of play, many law schools seek to educate their students on different perspectives of legal issues. At VLS, where I teach, for instance, we require students to take at least
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one “Perspectives” course, which is intended to “substantially and systemically expose students to the broader foundations of law, including its social, cultural, historical, philosophical, comparative, or scientific contexts.”

Many of these courses have an interdisciplinary or international/comparative flavor to them, and often tie into the research interests of the individual professor. The trend in legal hiring towards J.D./Ph.D. reflects the increasing expectation that professors will be able to add just such perspectives at a high level of attainment. Perspectives approaches have also provided a means for digesting the troubling insights of various “critical” approaches into the existing educational paradigm. International and comparative programs, increasingly popular with schools and students, can also be included in this category, although they increasingly serve direct doctrinal purposes in a globalizing world.

My own periodic contribution to the VLS offerings is the course called “Human Nature and the Law,” which has allowed me to teach about my interdisciplinary interests in behavioral science, game theory, and neuroscience law.

E. The Carnegie Report, The End of Lawyers?, and Emerging Expectations

This mix—bar passage and doctrinal knowledge, the shared language of argumentation, skills and experiential training, and access to some greater perspectives—should be a relatively familiar summary for most students and teachers in law schools across the U.S. The grafting of such “progressive” aspects as skills and perspectives onto the Langdellian model is now pretty widespread. The most recent “industry-wide” summary was provided in the Carnegie Report. Published in 2007, it just preceded the current “crisis” in legal education. As such, it gave articulation to a kind of malaise that many felt about how we taught law, but did not fully anticipate the challenges that are coming into clearer focus as the downturn accentuated the changes in the profession and the employment market resulting from factors such as legal technology, outsourcing, and the need for increased efficiency and better management.

The Carnegie Report focuses on five “key observations” about legal education, a diplomatic way to offer critiques. They are: (1) “Law School Provides Rapid Socialization into the Standards of Legal Thinking;” (2) “Law Schools Rely Heavily on One Way of Teaching to Accomplish the Socialization Process;” (3) “The Case-Dialogue Method of Teaching Has Valuable Strengths but Also Unintended Consequences;” (4) “Assessment of Student Learning Remains Underdeveloped;” (5) “Legal Education Approaches Improvement Incrementally, Not Comprehensively.”


At this general level, these recommendations are relatively prosaic and obvious, although, to do them justice, there is enough granularity within the discussions that follow to provide some useful
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suggestions. On the whole, however, they are a somewhat different packaging of the skills/doctrine/analysis debates that have been going on for some time, summed up with an “all of the above” approach and linked with a plea that we should all play nicely and cooperate. They failed to anticipate the crisis in legal education we are currently experiencing.

More troubling and prophetic was Richard Susskind’s 2008 book, *The End of Lawyers? Rethinking the Nature of Legal Services*.35 This jeremiad by one of Britain’s most original thinkers about legal practice outlined a set of challenges that were already disrupting the market in legal services. He cited factors such as commoditization and technology as already putting pressure on what lawyers needed to know and do.36 Within technologies, he specifically enumerated automated document assembly, connectivity, an electronic legal marketplace, e-learning, online legal guidance, legal open-sourcing, closed legal communities, workflow and project management, and embedded legal knowledge as factors to be reckoned with.37

The predictions of change have come home with a vengeance over the past two years, with the bursting of the law school enrollment bubble and significant pressures for a more relevant, practice-oriented education for our students. The settled ways of “adding value” for our students no longer hold. What must the legal academy do with its curriculum to justify its claims of worth to students in the coming decade or two?

### III. Adding Sufficient Value: Now and in the Future

The answer, distressingly, both includes “all of the above” and requires us to add more, all in a time when there are calls by some in the Bar, the academy, and the popular press for shortening our training period from three to two years. While daunting, this is doable. As someone who makes his living as a Law Professor, for me personally, it has to be—and helping that “has to be” come into being is a significant part of my own professional program for the foreseeable future. Before turning to a list of suggested targets (and, in the process getting to the core subject matter of the technology of law), allow me to offer three cautions that should underlie our thinking.

36. Id. at 1.
37. Id. at 99-146.
A. Three Cautions

The first of the cautions derives from the work of my VLS colleague, Carl Yirka. Among many attainments, he has gained some notoriety, particularly among law librarians, for asking the “Yirka Question.” Recognizing that there are simply too many worthy activity targets, particularly when we contemplate innovation, he asks, “What can we stop doing in order to do higher priority things?” The common sense lesson of limited resources and capacities imbedded in the Yirka Question does not sit easily with the aspirations of more and better that many of us in legal education share and that we have been able to indulge over years of expansion and financial plenty.

Since my own conclusion is that we need to keep doing “all of the above,” I would seem to be at odds with this idea myself. It is my belief, however that there is a lot of low-hanging fruit for increased efficiency of teaching and learning, both through some shrinkage in redundancy, such as the pedagogical overkill of repeating the case method in so many first year classes, and in improved multitasking, such as layering in lessons of technology with lessons of doctrine and practice skills. Nonetheless, the reforms we are facing will not come free, and we should be willing to recognize the necessity that we need to stop doing some things that we do well and are proud of.

The second caution is what I call the “Academic Specialty Trap.” When academics design curricula, we all too often fail to remember that what we need to teach is distinct from what we like to study. As mentioned above, I have a strongly established line of research into the impact of neuroscience on law and law related policy. While I am proud of this work, and believe it informs my teaching and adds value to the enterprise of legal scholarship, I recognize that it should not be the centerpiece of how we might re-imagine legal education with the goal of creating maximum value for our students. In making choices about what to add, we should listen (intelligently) to the marketplace for our graduates, and we should not confuse research value for an academic with lawyer value, in practice, policy, and beyond.

Finally, we should avoid the “Current Expertise Trap.” It is no secret, and no sin, that legal academics like to be in positions where their hard-won expertise can be shown to advantage. There are cognitive
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and effort obstacles to be overcome when we need to learn new things. Many of us are, as the saying goes, old dogs, and new tricks come at a cost. Adding a really new topic, like technology, to the curriculum may require significant retooling, and many of us came into law in part because it did not involve science or math. Even here, however, when the focus is doctrine, the law professor is intellectually in charge: studying the law of technology puts the law in a controlling position in the discussion. But it is also an area of law that a majority of our graduates at most schools will never have a chance to practice.

The vast majority, by contrast, will deal with the technology of law, and this is a subject that really does require its law-trained teachers to master new ways of thinking, new realms of knowledge, and new domains of performance. But this unfamiliarity can only increase the value of learning such a new field to our students. Let’s help them to invert the expertise pyramid. Imagine a cohort of law school graduates who can teach their employers—and maybe even their law professors—the new tricks that are coming to be the commonplace necessities of every day practice. If our students can go out into the world and demonstrate competence in essential things the partner/executive director/head of the agency doesn’t know yet, that is a road to jobs, effectiveness, and increased reputational advantage for the school itself.

IV. SUGGESTED TARGETS FOR CURRICULAR INNOVATION

So what are these areas of innovation in doctrine and teaching that have promise to add both value and values in ways that are economically sustainable? I don’t claim to have a crystal ball, or, perhaps more practically, to have undertaken the kind of systematic market research on most of my suggestions that should be a prelude to any serious move towards adoption. Nonetheless, there are a number of ideas that have traction in our discussions within the academy, and, before turning to one of them—legal technology—for the final portion of this essay, it is worth considering a wider list of possibilities.

A. Financial Literacy

Many commentators have pointed to the need for law school graduates to have greater training in, and sophistication about, the workings of money and finance. Whether calculating the present value of tort damages, creating a business plan for a small practice, or doing
legal work for a proposed wind farm, the ability to work with financial numbers and concepts is critical. Most schools offer some kind of training, whether in a dedicated class like accounting for lawyers or in smaller segments like a unit in a Corporations class. In many cases, however, the offerings are elective and uncoordinated. Most schools could and should do better.

**B. Dispute Resolution as a Process**

Most schools still teach formal litigation topics, like Civil Procedure, in a manner unconnected to the ways in which most civil disputes in the United States develop and get resolved—i.e., through some kind of settlement reached under the shadow of law, but not necessarily within a formal legal process. Even in schools with strong “alternate” dispute resolution offerings, there is sometimes an excessive atomization of the various parts of the law governing disputes into separate courses on mediation, trial practice, evidence, etc., so that students have a hard time getting a view of the arc of a dispute from offense to settlement. Teaching a reasonably coherent framework of expectation, strategy and tactics for resolving conflicts within the bounds of procedural and evidentiary law requires an integrated approach.

**C. Transactional Processes**

If we fail as legal educators to create a broad understanding of disputes, we do even worse with transactions. The classic contracts course is much more about the modes of Langdellian analysis and argumentation that it is about how to construct and document a. While schools often have some kind of upper level course on transactions, once again atomization among various aspects of corporate and commercial law offerings create hit-or-miss challenges for coverage and synthesis. If the subject were more systematically addressed, students could be exposed in an integrated way to the logic of contracts, the dynamics of a deal, and the use of such drafting tools as affirmative and negative covenants, representations and warranties, indemnification and conditions of default.

**D. Public Advocacy/Policy Formation**

There is a long tradition of lawyers as key players in formulating policy choices and in managing their adoption through courts, legislatures, regulatory bodies and, increasingly, public opinion. Our tradi-
tional pedagogical fixation on appellate opinions has tended to skew our instruction toward judicial rule making. Worthy reform could aim at creating both a broader understanding of the sources of law and a wider competence in the ways that policy advocacy is conducted in an age of social media, Internet, and mobile devices. The first branch is already underway as many schools, including Harvard, add “Leg/Reg” style courses to the first year corpus.\textsuperscript{41} The second will be discussed more fully later in this essay. As always, our teaching in this field should not just be instrumental. Making good policy requires us also to identify and implement the values that underlie deliberations in a political context and/or adjudicative context.

\textbf{E. Project and Practice Management}

Another quiet revolution going on in practice that has yet to draw much attention in the academy is the increased attention to intentional—and competent—management of particular cases and projects and of legal service organizations generally.\textsuperscript{42} Project Management is a label applied to a cluster of techniques for bringing productive order to taking a task from conception to completion. The approach is widely applied in business and engineering—and widely taught in business and engineering schools. Organizations like the 650,000-member Project Management Institute (PMI) offer certification standards that have helped to bring standardization and professionalism to the field.\textsuperscript{43} The application of the approach to legal projects has been gathering momentum and the PMI now has a legal classification in its activities and “knowledge shelf.”\textsuperscript{44} There are a number of software offerings that
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help support project and practice management initiatives in law firms. So far, only a few law schools, including Indiana Bloomington, have initiated courses in legal project management to their J.D. offerings. It is field ripe for further development.

F.  e-Lawyering

The final suggestion in this list of possible targets, and the focus of the remainder of this essay, is the cluster of knowledge and activities around the application of computer and communications technology to the practice of law, the delivery of governmental services (including justice), and law school teaching that we may collectively call “e-Lawyering.” I concede that there is some danger that I may be falling into the Academic Specialty Trap—this area is a specialty of mine. Nonetheless, I firmly believe that this is one of the real areas for growth in law, and one that all schools should consider giving at least some coverage. For a few, it is also a possible area of concentration that has the potential to attract students, to help provide legal services more equitably across society, and to be a fascinating and productive area of academic study and reflection.

V.  E-LAWERING (FINALLY)

So why is e-Lawyering—i.e., the application of technology to the delivery of legal services and processes—important enough to be a principal target for curriculum reform in legal education? I offer four principal justifications: (i) widespread activity in practice, (ii) promoting access to justice and legal services, (iii) scholarly importance, and (iv) providing jobs for our graduates.

A.  Law and Lawyer Activity

As the view from the LegalTech show suggests, e-Lawyering is a burgeoning area of activity. Competence in legal technology is becoming a recognized element in the duties of a lawyer. Under the Commis-

sion on Ethics 2020 process, the ABA is proceeding to add reference in the comments to rule 1.0 specifying that lawyer competence includes an understanding of the technology of practice:

[6] To maintain the requisite knowledge and skill, a lawyer should keep abreast of changes in the law and its practice, including the benefits and risks associated with technology, engage in continuing study and education and comply with all continuing legal education requirements to which the lawyer is subject.47

The New York Bar Association, in its 2011 Report of the Task Force on the Future of the Legal Profession48 focused extensively on the role of technology on changes in practice:

Technology is a driving force for many of these changes. Technology is a double-edged sword that helps lawyers to work faster and more efficiently, yet enables them to work constantly. It permits them to find better solutions to legal problems, yet increases the expectations of clients; assists them to compete more effectively in the marketplace, but opens the door to more competition. Technology has revolutionized the practice of law over the past quarter century. All signs indicate that technology will continue to impact the way lawyers are educated and practice, and will impact the traditional skills associated with lawyering and how lawyers interact with their clients.49

The Report concluded by strongly recommending that law schools significantly increase their offerings on law and technology:

Given the importance of technology to the practice of law, the legal profession shares the burden of finding a way to help lawyers understand and use technology more effectively. The Task Force recommends that law schools and firms increase (or begin) the education and training of lawyers about practical ways to use technology in their practices. Law schools throughout the state should place greater emphasis on practical courses in various aspects of legal technology such as eDiscovery, document management technology, advanced online legal research, legal technology in the courtroom, and project management. Although many schools currently offer elective courses in some of these areas, or invite vendors

47. ABA Committee On Ethics, 20/20 Initial Draft Proposals-Technology and Confidentiality (May 2, 2011), http://www.americanbar.org/content/dam/aba/administrative/professional_responsibility/2010502_technology.authcheckdam.pdf
49. Id. at 3.
on campus to provide training, law schools can better serve their
students and the profession by offering instruction in a broader
range of technological subjects and integrating such classes into the
requirements for graduation.50

Any program claiming to adequately train potential lawyers for
the twenty-first century must take this activity into account in its cur-
riculum. The following is but a partial list of the areas of practice and
doctrine that should be considered for inclusion or upgrading in the
curriculum of the present, let alone the future. For those seeking addi-
tional views on what the e-lawyer needs to do, I also recommend many
of the chapters in Educating the Digital Lawyer,51 and in particular the
work by Brian Donnelly,52 Marc Lauritsen,53 Jeanne Eicks,54 and
Stephanie Kimbro.55 Richard Susskind’s prescient views of legal prac-
tice in The End of Lawyers? Rethinking the Nature of Legal Services
(2008)56 and his recent, more hopeful, update in Tomorrow’s Lawyers:
An Introduction to Your Future (2013)57 are also excellent sources for
understanding the impact of technology on law. And finally, the other
articles in this issue address many of the lawyer functions that should
be seen as part of any complete list germane to e-lawyering curriculum
design.

Litigation and dispute resolution more generally have already
prompted significant technological development. Courts themselves
are busy automating their processes. The federal bankruptcy courts
have been leaders in this, adopting e-filing procedures in the past de-
cade.58 Just about the entire federal court system has followed suit, and

50. Id. at 99.
51. Educating the Digital Lawyer, supra note 8, available at
52. Brian Donnelly, What Does “Digital Lawyer Mean?”, in Educating the Digital Lawyer,
supra note 8, available at http://www.law.harvard.edu/programs/plp/pdf/002-03358_03358-
ch001.pdf.
53. Marc Lauritsen, Lawyering in an Age of Intelligent Machines, in Educating the Digital
Lawyer, supra note 8, available at http://www.law.harvard.edu/programs/plp/pdf/003-
03358_03358-ch002.pdf.
54. Jeanne Eicks, Educating Superior Legal Professionals: Successful Modern Curricula Join
Law and Technology, in Educating the Digital Lawyer, supra note 8, available at
55. Stephanie Kimbro, What Should Be In a Digital Curriculum: A Practitioner’s Must Have
List, in Educating the Digital Lawyer, supra note 8, available at
56. Susskind, supra note 5.
58. For a scholarly analysis of e-filing, see William A. Fenwick & Robert D. Brownstone,
L.J. 101 (2003). For an example of a typical e-filing procedure, see Electronic Case Filing Procedures,
U.S. Bankruptcy Court: Northern District of California (Feb. 1, 2010).
many states are onboard as well. But progressive as this has seemed to many, most e-filing systems currently act as repositories for documents in an existing form. Movement to a structured data filing will be the next logical step. The traditional paper filing is, after all, a specified format for structuring expected data fields in the world of written text. Why not extract these data fields into some kind of tagged or otherwise identified fashion and submit them to the court without the wrapper of a traditional prose filing? A number of scholars have proposed such systems, and moves to develop a judicial XML schema and taxonomy have been started by such diverse organizations such as Oasis, xmlLegal, and the Minnesota courts.

The management of litigation processes by the lawyers involved is also now highly automated. E-discovery, a portion of this field, is a fully developed activity, with numerous vendors, wide acceptance in practice, published texts, reasonably broad teaching law schools, and even an “e-Discovery for Dummies” reference book. Other aspects of litigation process management have received a lot of support from software vendors (e.g. the LexisNexis suite of CaseMap, Concordance, and Law PreDiscovery) but haven’t made much mark on the academic front, other than in some forward-thinking clinical programs.

64. See supra note 4.
66. LINDA VOLONINO & IAN REDPATH, E-DISCOVERY FOR DUMMIES (2010).
Project management and firm management processes, while not necessarily tech based, have sparked a number of software solutions, which make them a natural element in the expanded tech curriculum as well.

Litigation and dispute resolution are only the beginning of lawyer activity. Negotiating, documenting, and overseeing agreements, both for intentional transactions and as the endpoint for most disputes, is a major element in what lawyers do. Document assembly generally and contractual drafting more particularly are already served by software products from companies such as Exari, HotDocs, and SmoothDocs, just to name a few from a broad set of possibilities. More complex contractual automation projects are in the works as well, through initiatives such as the Financial Industry Business Ontology, a project under the wing of the EDM Council.

A different field of activity, and one that the academy has much more broadly embraced, is the law governing technology and the digital world. This includes intellectual property, communications law, information policy, privacy, etc. Interestingly, this field has many academic centers devoted to it, but it will, in the end, involve relatively few of our graduates as practitioners, at least outside tech hotspots like Silicon Valley, Boston, and, increasingly, New York City. Legal technology by contrast, will affect practice and law much more broadly. Like sports or entertainment law (which I have also taught and practiced), the law of tech is a fun and potentially student-attracting addition to the law school mix, but is likely to have limited actual career value. As discussed above, the fact that this field puts law in the position of permissive/preventative power over the developments of tech may be part of the reason for its relative popularity among law teachers.

70. See supra note 4.
A subject matter that has been at least partially embraced in law schools is automated search and research processes. Legal research platforms such as the familiar LexisNexis and Westlaw and more recent or upstart arrivals Bloomberg77 and Fastcase78 have been widely used for more than 30 years, and their use is ubiquitously taught, generally as a part of first year legal writing and research curriculum. The academy has been slower to come to grips with the jurisprudential implications of what is now an information overload, and its potential impact on the classic modes of case argumentation. As smart search tools like WestLaw Next and LexisNexis Advance integrate search and advocacy at a new level of intensity and added value, and as more general tools like Google, Bing, and Yahoo increasingly enter into the mix, the need to bring additional academic and pedagogic attention to search becomes more compelling.

Anyone who has tried to contact the government recently, whether renewing a driver’s license, seeking guidance on a tax issue, or making a sophisticated securities filing, knows that most government service delivery has a significant, if not predominant, online/automated component. Driven in part by the hope of containing costs and in part by the convenience and efficiency of online access, federal, state and local authorities are rushing to convert to “e-government” approaches. Representative of this trend is the establishment of the Office of E-Government and Information Policy at the White House.79 In Vermont, the family court system has funded and administered a program to automate almost all of its filings for use by pro se litigants.80 A visit to the website http://www.vtlawhelp.org/FamilyCourtFormPrep gives a question and answer format interview using the A2J software platform developed by the Center for Computer Assisted Legal Instruction (CALI) that leads, in most cases, to a completed document in a format acceptable for filing with the court, a development that ties back into the e-courts discussion above.

On a personal level, through the Law Lab project at Harvard’s Berkman Center, I have been involved in a project to create software to automate the formalities of business organization formation and operation with the support of the Kauffman Foundation. In a promising public/private partnership, the State of Nevada, with leadership from Secretary of State Ross Miller, has adapted this software to fit Nevada legal requirements and has incorporated it into Nevada’s SilverFlume portal as a free service open to the public. Interactive advice and implementation engines of this kind are often termed “expert systems,” and they are the way of the future, not just for governments, but also for private legal services in many instances as well.

As the administration of the “modern” bureaucratic state moves from paper and personal interaction to tech-based systems, the law as experienced by most citizens will increasingly be the rules that are baked into the technology with which they interact. In order to provide legal accuracy as part of technological due process, the involvement of tech-savvy lawyers is of fundamental importance. Writing regulations and writing code are becoming linked processes, and it should not be left for engineers to have the final say on the synthesis presented to the citizens as law.

Communications technology is also revolutionizing how public advocacy is conducted. The role of mobilizing public opinion as an element in changing law through legislative or even judicial action is becoming better and better understood by advocates on the left, right and center. And, increasingly, such mobilization comes through technologically mediated means like social media. Whether it is the anti-climate change mobilization of Bill McKibben through 350.org or the social media-using promoters of the Arab Spring, Facebook, Twitter, and other, less prominent web and mobile device applications can justly claim to be central to public advocacy. Such avenues are integral parts of social-justice activism in the digital age—how we put our values into action—and teaching our students how to use them is a critical part of their education.

84. See 350.ORG, 350.org (last visited Apr. 15, 2013).
Big data and related analytics are yet another place technology is intersecting with law with important consequences. Big Data Now: 2012 Edition, published by O'Reilly Media, Inc., a leading technology consulting group, introduces big data in the following terms: “The hot IT buzzword of 2012, big data has become viable as cost effective approaches have emerged to tame the volume, velocity, and variability of massive data. Within this data lie valuable patterns and information, previously hidden because of the amount of work required to extract them.”

In the digital world, all of our human activities generate data—shopping, socializing, working, litigating, etc. A recent analysis of Twitter messages, for example, was used to conclude which cities and states were the happiest. Hawai‘i won. Vermont came in fifth. Furthermore, measurements about the physical world are piling up as well, sparking better medical treatments, climate science, and financial risk management. This data is being gathered, analyzed and put to use by a variety of public and private actors, with significant legal questions and implications at each stage along the way. Privacy of collection and use looms large, with significantly different approaches between the U.S. and the E.U. already creating issues across the Atlantic. Data protection and retention policies are a must for any organization, with education and health care subject to particularly stringent US laws. Legal practitioners are themselves actors with uses for the new information and analytic tools, whether to build a case about pollution sources and related epidemiology in an environmental health law suit, to work with a human-resources department on a system to track employee effectiveness, to help create a just-in-time component ordering

89. E.g., W Kuan Hon et al., Data Protection Jurisdiction and Cloud Computing—When are Cloud Users and Providers Subject to EU Data Protection Law?, 26 INT’L REV. L COMPUTER & TECH. 129 (2012).
system for an industrial client, or to predict outcomes in law suits themselves.\textsuperscript{91}

Legal service providers, from sole practitioners through firms and on to non-profits and companies, must master the tools of Internet and mobile device presentation and interaction to clients, funders, and their peers. At the intake side, online shopping is how much of our daily commerce goes forward—and the law is no exception. At the extreme is the so-called “virtual” practice, where there is no formal office, and perhaps even no intention of meeting physically with the client.\textsuperscript{92}

In addition to a web presence that attracts clients, such a practice also needs fully automated—and ethically compliant—means of communicating with the client, including secure systems designed to give adequate protection to client confidences.\textsuperscript{93} There are a number of commercially available software packages that help to manage many of these aspects of practicing online.\textsuperscript{94} Educating our students about the intelligent use of such packages—and their design—is another element we must cover.

Shaping the programs and platforms that are the foundation for much of this is another layer of activity that needs to be available to our graduates. Although this has been an implicit message in the list so far, it should be explicit. Some of our students can run the legal technology projects of the future and start and run the companies that undertake them. As a recently released video from Code.org suggests,\textsuperscript{95} the ability to be on the design end of the software that increasingly runs our lives is an important piece of shaping that process, both for public and private good. The O’Reilly Big Data report says, “If you’re not contemplating the advantages of taking more of your operation digital, you can bet your competitors are. As Marc Andreessen wrote last year, ‘software is eating the world.’ Everything is becoming programmable.”\textsuperscript{96}

\textsuperscript{92} Stephanie L. Kimbro, \textit{Virtual Law Practice} 141 (2010).
\textsuperscript{93} \textit{Id.} at 158; Eicks, \textit{supra} note 54.
\textsuperscript{95} Every student in every school should have the opportunity to learn to code, CODE.ORG, www.code.org (last visited Apr. 21, 2013) (video presentation).
\textsuperscript{96} Dunbill, \textit{supra} note 877, at 17.
B. Promoting Access to Justice and Legal Services

And speaking of working for the public good, exciting progress is already being made through digitizing legal services for increasing the access to justice, legal services and advice to people, organizations, and causes that have all too frequently been at the mercy of legal process and policy decisions that they could neither understand nor control. At the level of individual legal concerns, there is significant potential for automation to increase the reach of services like our law school legal clinics, a process compellingly articulated by Ronald Staudt in a number of works, including Access to Justice and Technology Clinics: A 4% Solution in this issue.97 The Vermont project to automate pro se filing, described above, is another example of creating opportunities for better access to justice.

There are, of course, concerns that these automated tools are not a full substitute for a live lawyer, and that providing them may lessen pressure for funding additional legal aid-style availability of such live representation. While such a debate has no single answer, I personally am comfortable that automated services will be an increasingly important part of the mix for providing better access to the law for many, many people in the U.S. and around the world. Turbotax and other software preparation programs have revolutionized tax filing, and made cheap, accurate help available to millions. Similar quality services for reasonably routine legal matters will be a boon across a wide swath of our population.

In some cases, private enterprise may be able to provide these scaled, free or low cost services, as the activity around online divorce sites demonstrates.98 Quality is a question that may need to sort itself out. Helping foster the creation of such opportunities—which will often be public goods that require non-commercial support—is one way that legal education can make sure that values are added to the mix as well.

C. Digital Jurisprudence – Technology and Legal Scholarship

Setting aside the “trade school” justifications of mere practicality in a changing reality, law schools can also embrace the study of legal technology and its impact on how we make and view law as a matter of intellectual urgency. The study of the changes which computing, the Internet, and related inventions are making in society has gone fully mainstream, with centers of inquiry at such institutions as Harvard, Stanford, and Oxford. Even those who hate the developments being wrought by digital advances cannot deny their effects, or the conclusion that these effects are a matter for academic inquiry at the highest level.

Law is particularly ripe for study in the context of the technology that enables it. As suggested above, the Langdellian revolution, whose legacy we still inhabit within the legal academy, was technologically grounded. If we build outward from Lessig’s insight that “code is law,” we encounter a whole landscape of topics for investigation. In Educating the Digital Lawyer, Michael Bennett, Barbara Bernier, and Dennis Greene suggested some interesting starting points, but the field is vast. An area that I personally find compelling is looking into how we can begin to restate rules, whether publically determined through legal strictures or privately through contract, into representations that are directly computable, with the goal of creating computational law.

“Computational law” has history at Stanford, and “Computational Legal Studies” provides the title for the blog authored by Daniel Katz, Mike Bommarito and Jon Zelner, and their work is well worth exploring. One way to envision what computational law might mean, suggested to me by Peter Riesen at the Department of the Treasury, is to recall the advance that was made with the development

of algebra. Before algebra, one could state various problems involving factors such as time, rate, and speed in words, and then seek to figure out their solutions through trial and error or brute force logic application. As most of us learned sometime in middle or early high school, however, we can frequently restate those problems in algebraic equations that become open to computation using mathematical operations and rules to reach conclusions as a relatively direct process. Imagine restating our rules of decision and consequence that we imbed in contracts, regulations and statutes into a form that is equally subject to computation, although through different operations, with the ability to embed that computation along with the rules into a software package.

The work undertaken at the Harvard Law Lab on LLC operating agreements is a step in that direction, but it was a purpose-built engine. A more general approach to computational law will eventually provide a flexible tool-kit for creating templates and specific clauses that, when combined with tagging approaches like XML,\textsuperscript{106} can be the basis for extensive automation of not only information on the rule, but the execution of the rule as well. Efforts along this line, which I term the “Big Project” in my own thinking, are already advancing on several fronts in academia, commerce, and government. I fully expect that we will have produced usable and useful approaches well before the end of this decade.

\textbf{D. Jobs for Our Graduates}

As a final demonstration of its importance, we should view law and technology education as helping to make our graduates more employable in a difficult market. As mentioned in my introduction, there are jobs available with the providers of legal technology. It is a large, growing industry, and many of the companies are hiring. A J.D. with a demonstrated educational background on topics like e-discovery or document assembly becomes an interesting candidate for such employment. One impediment is students’ own expectations about what legal work means. If they come to agree that these companies are law practice too, then some of those internal barriers may fall.

Additionally, more traditional legal employers, such as firms, businesses, government, and NGOs, are increasingly looking for people who come with a background in legal technology, in part to oversee internal work and in part to provide intelligent interaction with the outside specialist companies. These opportunities can include classic legal jobs like associates at a firm, but they can also consist of new occupations such as knowledge or discovery management.

At the risk of pointing out the secret sauce we hope to be adding at VLS, it is astonishing how few law schools are clued into this field yet, and how relatively open it is at this point for the institutions and students willing to make the push into it. Our goal is both to increase overall placement and to teach our graduates to be the designers and managers of a changing practice landscape, and not its casualties.

E. Embracing Creative Destruction

Before turning to what a curriculum might look like, we should address not only the reasons why legal technology should have a significant place in our curriculum, but also the obstacles to such a change. Some I have alluded to already—difficulties in learning new tricks, preferences for our own expertise, etc. But one of the greatest obstacles is the fact that our traditional legal curriculum has been productive, and we, as a general matter, have learned to teach it well. The answer to the Yirka question of what we need to give up in order to do something new may point to something we have held justifiably dear.

Such “creative destruction” is often very hard to embrace. But, as Arthur Levitt famously opined in his 1960 article, Market Myopia: “To survive, [organizations] will have to plot the obsolescence of what now produces their livelihood.”107 Because if the organizations themselves don’t do it, someone else surely will. Or, as W. Edwards Deming is said to have put it in even starker terms: “It is not necessary to change. Survival is not mandatory.”108

VI. Teaching E-Lawyering

So, how do we go about teaching all of this e-lawyering? What does it look like in the curriculum? We are not working without mod-
els—there are examples already out there. Pioneering work was started at Chicago-Kent in the late 1970s and at Brigham Young University’s Law School in the 1980s on early-stage document assembly approaches. The Center for Computer Assisted Legal Instruction, also based at Chicago-Kent, has been a longtime supplier of ideas, materials, and software at the intersection of law and computer technology. Recently, Daniel Katz has called for thinking about an “MIT School of Law” as a thought experiment for legal education reform incorporating technology. In a useful chapter in Educating the Digital Lawyer, Brock Rutter has provided a “Survey of Existing Courses in Digital Technology,” which I will not repeat here. Rather, I will offer my own suggestions on approaches that might be taken and elements that might be included.

To begin with, aspects of legal technology need to be taught “across the curriculum.” For instance, such litigation-oriented subjects as civil procedure and evidence need to be taught with appropriate reference to the theory and practice of e-courts and e-discovery. Transactional courses should incorporate document assembly and contract automation. Family law courses can offer units on pro se documentation, like that made available by the Vermont Courts. Clinics, even of the traditional live client kind, will, of necessity, increasingly adopt practice-oriented software to provide competent representation, and will therefore need to teach students about its use.

Secondly, there is a place for a suite of specialty courses, directed specifically at legal technology issues. At VLS we are developing a set that includes an introductory survey and then in-depth courses around:

- Document Assembly/Expert Systems/Transactions
- Data and e-Discovery
- Practice/Project/Litigation Management
- “Virtual” Practice
- Advanced Online Search
- Law of Technology


While we believe this suite will provide a fair bit of coverage across the activity targets we have enunciated, the divisions among these topics are somewhat blurry, and there is some arbitrariness in how we have grouped topics together. As the field develops further over the coming years, we anticipate that new topics will be added, and existing ones may need treatment in greater depth.

In addition to developing a good selection of courses, a legal technology curriculum should consider how they are to be delivered. Arranging access to software products for the students to learn on is a must for most of the offerings. Delivery modes should also be considered, including whether or not the courses should be offered in residential classes, through distance learning, or in some kind of hybrid or “blended” format. A “cyber clinic” which adopts law and technology approaches to serving client needs can also offer a successful model for that elusive goal of an effective, live-client clinical experience made available to distance education students. Internships, externships, and other experiential placements are also possible. When the suite of courses is developed enough, certificates or new degree possibilities can be considered, such as a possible “MLT,” a Master of Legal Technology.

In addition to curricular offerings, a good legal tech program should create opportunities for student activities, such as a possible “apps club,” a game design lab, or a law Wiki on particular points of doctrine. As part of the placement efforts, each student should develop a professional website, where the student’s resume and particularly successful academic projects can be posted. The school, through a center or institute, can also create paid opportunities for students to undertake contract research, an opportunity for faculty involvement as well. There can also be grant-driven research, looking to the models of most science departments in research universities.

In implementing such programs, law schools may usefully return to my introductory goals of value added, values added, and economic sustainability for guidance. The value added goal requires us to keep track of the needs of the world of legal practice, understood expansively. Because of the rapidly changing nature of the tech field, those who teach law and technology will need to keep updating their goals, materials, and approaches. Involving practitioners and providers in the teaching process can be helpful in keeping a course up to date. Adding values also requires intention and attention. Instructors should keep underserved populations and issues in mind when determining the
issues to be addressed and the software to be built. Getting, and keeping, a school’s clinical program involved with the technology program will enrich them both. And the value of competency will be advanced as students learn the skills, knowledge, and perspectives that will be necessary for every young lawyer aiming to provide services to a law-hungry world in the digital age.

CONCLUSION

Legal education is at a clear inflection point, where much of how and what we have taught is under scrutiny. As we reform our curriculums in this moment of change, we should be guided by considerations of value added, values added, and economic sustainability. Law and technology is an area that is ripe for expansion, with the possibility of satisfying all of these criteria. It also provides ample room for scholarly examination. Creating opportunities for learning how technology is shaping legal practice should be a priority for any school looking to provide a useful education for the lawyers of the present, let alone the future.